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A-HA KITS! 
We had an “A-HA” moment at Little Scholars!  When we can’t be with our Little Scholars in person, 
we are bringing the next best thing to you with our A-HA (At Home Adventure) Kits.  Our kits are 

filled with 8 unique Little Scholars’ activities including materials, games, and fun surprises for your 
Little Scholars to do at home along with a short video clip on how to create your masterpiece. Get 

ready for some exciting adventures! 
 

Adventures at Sea 
PK-5th grade 

 

BEST SELLER 
Do you hear the ocean calling your name?  Dive into the deep blue 

sea and create a coral reef, learn about the mysterious squid, and of 
course enjoy a playful visit with a shark. 

Animal Art Adventures 
PK 

 

NEW KIT 
We are going on a safari around the world!  Meet a sloth from the 

rainforest, roar with the Africa lion, and bundle up to visit the 
penguins in Antarctica.  Grab your passport and binoculars and 

don’t delay!   

Biology in a Box 
K-5th grade 

 

NEW KIT 
It’s alive! Explore the human body, the life cycle of a frog, and the 

growth of bacteria with activities big and small. 

Builders in Training 
K-5 

 

NEW KIT 
Calling designers, builders and architects, Little Scholars needs 

you!  As a Builder in Training, you will design a fun space for 
animals to play, whip up a miniature tree house and create your 

very own totem pole!    

Crazy for Chemistry 
K-5th grade 

 

NEW KIT 
Discover the properties of slime, make your own bouncy balls, and 

more in this messy, but FUN kit. These experiments are sure to 
engage and excite any young scientist! 

Dino Detective 
PK 

 

NEW KIT 
Discover the world of dinosaurs as we dig deep into fossils, build a 

dinosaur replica, and have an archaeological dig just like a real 
paleontologist.  

GREAT SCHOOL 
FUNDRAISIER!    
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Globetrotter Club 
K-5th grade 

 

NEW KIT 
Pack your bags we are taking a trip around the world!  Hop the 
pond to learn about the Northern Lights, cruise over Greece to 
swoon over the Greek Pyramids, and toss around a boomerang 

through Australia…that’s not all so don’t miss out! 

Nature Makers 
K-5th grade 

 

NEW KIT 
Ignite your passion for nature and wildlife as you learn about this 
magnificent planet that we call home! Build, discover, and explore 

with these science experiments and hands-on activities. 

Storied Engineering 
K-5th grade 

 

NEW KIT 
Once upon a time our favorite story book characters found 

themselves in sticky situations!  Through STEAM and physics 
principals and best practices, we will save the world from 

problems and create their very own enchanted ending.  

Whiz Kids 
PK-5th grade 

 

BEST SELLER 
Grab your goggles as we venture into the world of science.  With a 
dash of chemistry, pinch of physics and a swirl of imagination you 

have a box full of whiz kids’ fun! 

World of Wizards 
PK-5th grade 

 

Get spell bound as you enter the world of wizards with wand 
making, potion concocting, and cape design. The wizard world is 

awaiting…YOU!  
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PRESCHOOL 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
ALL CLASSES FOR POTTY TRAINED CHILDREN AGES THREE TO SIX. 
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Class Description 

Art Safari 

 

We are going to take a safari around the world!  Visit a new 
country each week and learn about animals native to that 

location with a sprinkle of literature, dabble of games, and a 
whole lot of art. Grab your passport and discover the thrill 

of the hunt without leaving school! 

Cars, Trucks and Wheel-y 
Things 

 

NEW CLASS 
Hop on in and take a spin with us as we explore the world of 

transportation.  Let us mesmerize you with things that go 
round and round like dump trucks, ambulances, and 

construction vehicles through art, stories and hot rod 
adventures.  Beep, beep! 

Creative Builders 

 

Calling all inventors, builders, and designers; come and 
build some awesome creations with us! We will create our 

own designs and make structures using building blocks, 
recyclable materials, and many other interesting items. 

Skills necessary: none! Skills gained: communication, 
problem solving, reasoning, developing creativity, and team 

work. 
 

Dino Discovery 

 
*SUPPLY FEE* 

Do you know which dinosaur was nicknamed “long neck?” 
Do you know which dinosaur had the biggest head? Join us 
for a colossal journey into the world of dinosaurs. Build a 
dinosaur replica and have an archaeological dig just like a 

real paleontologist. In Dino Discovery, you will have a 
swamp stomping good time. 

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes 

 

NEW CLASS 
Get your body moving with active songs, process art, 

learning games, and creative play all designed to strengthen 
the core muscles and motor planning skills used for fine 

motor skills.  Children will learn correct letter and number 
formation, pencil grip and scissor skills as we use our Head, 
Shoulders, Knees and Toes!  We will explore fun hands-on 
techniques to help your child grip the pencil correctly and 
control fine motor muscles effectively through a variety of 

multisensory activities. 
 

Infinity and Beyond Club 

 

BEST SELLER 
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 blast off to a galaxy far, far away to learn about 

Earth and the amazing solar system.  Discover all things 
galactic such as comets, planets, shooting stars, rockets and 
more. Learn about flight, the adventures of space travel, and 

participate in a rocket launch! 
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Math Munch 

 

Math Munch is for all budding mathematicians!  We 
immerse the children in rich and multi-sensory activities 
using manipulatives and hands on activities to build your 
child’s math skill set.  Through our activities students will 

learn about basic addition and subtraction, graphing, telling 
time, fractions, word problems and money. 

Mini Med School 

 

Is there a doctor in the school? Join us as we bring Mini Med 
School to your school! Our little doctors will use stuffed 

animal patients to take blood pressure readings, give 
“stitches”, put on a cast, and make their own first aid kit, all 
while learning lots about what doctors, dentists, EMTs, and 

other medical professionals do on a daily basis. 

Rockets, Planes, and Flying 
Things 

 

Watch it soar, see it glide, and come take a ride with rockets, 
planes, and flying things! We will build flying machines, test 
gliders, and soar to the moon through art, stories, and lots of 

play! Our adventures will sharpen your imagination, kick 
start your motor skills, and ignite a passion for flying! 

Scientist in Training 

 
*SUPPLY FEE* 

BEST SELLER 
Take a dash of engineering and a sprinkle of earth science, 

toss it together with some fun and games, and you have this 
STEAM-based class. Scientists will explore the different 

worlds of science through weekly take home creations such 
as pizza gardens and rockets. Join us for this exciting 

journey into the world of science. 

Whiz Kids 

 

BEST SELLER 
Grab your goggles and lab coat; we are on a scientific 

discovery mission!  Explore the world of science through 
everyday objects such as food and nature. Learn the science 

behind the things we use in our daily lives. There will be 
some explosions, a few creations and a whole lot of 

discoveries. Don’t miss out on this mission! 

 

 
 

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=643&tbm=isch&tbnid=lsY8DFIZ4twbDM:&imgrefurl=http://www.mycutegraphics.com/graphics/science/kids-in-science-class.html&docid=HoNub9CY5_BGhM&imgurl=http://content.mycutegraphics.com/graphics/science/kids-in-science-class.png&w=550&h=498&ei=drRAUYWtApD-8ATq94C4DQ&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:43,s:0,i:218&iact=rc&dur=435&page=2&tbnh=177&tbnw=195&start=21&ndsp=29&tx=109&ty=53
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IN SCHOOL FIELD TRIPS  

AND  

“DAY OFF” ENRICHMENT 
PROGRAMS   

Little Scholars provides In School Field Trips to supplement your school’s curriculum by 

providing small group instruction and an engaging learning experience for children in 

grades PK-8th.  

•         Any of the enrichment programs can be In-School Field Trips 

•         Students rotate through ‘stations’ to experience the curriculum  

•         Sessions typically run for 90 minutes, but our programs can fit into any schedule 

•         Schools can pick the lesson(s) of their choice  

Little Scholars provides “Day Off” Enrichment Programs using any of the enrichment 

programs.  This is a wonderful addition to enhance your school’s offerings to parents on 

days where the children are out of school such as holiday breaks, parent teacher 

conference days and teacher in service days.     

 


